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QUESTION 1

Alice and Bob are exchanging messages with each other. Chuck modifies the messages sent between Alice and Bob as
shown in the following image: 

Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that completes each statement. Each correct selection is worth
one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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The usual way to prevent the man-in-the-middle attack is to use a public key cryptosystem capable of providing digital
signatures. For set up, the parties must know each others public keys in advance. After the shared secret has been
generated, the parties send digital signatures of it to each other. The man-in-the-middle can attempt to forge these
signatures, but fails because he cannot fake the signatures. 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is a method of capturing and recording computer users\\' keystrokes including sensitive
passwords? 

A. Using hardware keyloggers 

B. Using Alchemy Remote Executor 

C. Using SocketShield 

D. Using Anti-virus software 

Correct Answer: A 

Hardware keyloggers are used for keystroke logging, a method of capturing and recording computer users\\' keystrokes,
including sensitive passwords. They can be implemented via BIOS-level firmware, or alternatively, via a device plugged 

inline between a computer keyboard and 

a computer. They log all keyboard activities to their internal memory. Answer: D is incorrect. Anti-Virus software is used
to prevent, detect, and remove malware, including computer viruses, worms, and trojan horses. Such programs may
also 

prevent and remove adware, spyware, and other forms of malware. 

Anti-Virus software is a class of program that searches your hard drive, floppy drive, and pen drive for any known or
potential viruses. The market for this kind of program has expanded because of Internet growth and the increasing use
of the 

Internet by businesses concerned about protecting their computer assets. Popular Anti-Virus packages are as follows:
Bit Defender Anti-Virus McAfee Virus Scan Kaspersky Anti-Virus F-Secure Anti-Virus Symantec Norton Anti-Virus
Panda 

Titanium Anti-Virus Avira Anti-Virus Avast Anti-Virus Trend Micro Anti-Virus Grisoft AVG Anti-Virus ESET Nod32 Anti-
Virus Webroot Anti-Virus Quick Heal Anti-Virus eTrust EZ Anti-Virus ZoneAlarm Anti-Virus 

Answer: B is incorrect. Alchemy Remote Executor is a system management tool that allows Network Administrators to
execute programs on remote network computers without leaving their workplace. From the hacker\\'s point of view, it
can be 

useful for installing keyloggers, spyware, Trojans, Windows rootkits and such. One necessary condition for using the
Alchemy Remote Executor is that the user/attacker must have the administrative passwords of the remote computers
on 

which the malware is to be installed. 

Answer: C is incorrect. SocketShield provides a protection shield to a computer system against malware, viruses,
spyware, and various types of keyloggers. SocketShield provides protection at the following two levels: 
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1.Blocking: In this level, SocketShield uses a list of IP addresses that are known as purveyor of exploits. All http
requests for any page in these domains are simply blocked. 

2.Shielding: In this level, SocketShield blocks all the current and past IP addresses that are the cause of unauthorized
access. 

 

QUESTION 3

John works as a Network Administrator for We-are-secure Inc. The We-are-secure server is based on Windows Server
2003. One day, while analyzing the network security, he receives an error message that Kernel32.exe is encountering a
problem. Which of the following steps should John take as a countermeasure to this situation? Each correct answer
represents a complete solution. Choose all that apply. 

A. He should restore his Windows settings. 

B. He should upgrade his antivirus program. 

C. He should observe the process viewer (Task Manager) to see whether any new process is running on the computer
or not. If any new malicious process is running, he should kill that process. 

D. He should download the latest patches for Windows Server 2003 from the Microsoft site, so that he can repair the
kernel. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Answer: B and C 

In such a situation, when John receives an error message revealing that Kernel32.exe is encountering a problem, he
needs to come to the conclusion that his antivirus program needs to be updated, because Kernel32.exe is not a
Microsoft 

file (It is a Kernel32.DLL file.). 

Although such viruses normally run on stealth mode, he should examine the process viewer (Task Manager) to see
whether any new process is running on the computer or not. If any new process (malicious) is running on the server, he 

should exterminate that process. 

Answer: A and D are incorrect. Since kernel.exe is not a real kernel file of Windows, there is no need to repair or
download any patch for Windows Server 2003 from the Microsoft site to repair the kernel. 

Note: Such error messages can be received if the computer is infected with malware, such as Worm_Badtrans.b,
Backdoor.G_Door, Glacier Backdoor, Win32.Badtrans.29020, etc. 

 

QUESTION 4

Mark works as a Network Administrator for TechMart Inc. The company has a Windows-based network. Mark wants to
implement a method to ensure that the mobile devices are in a good state of security health when they are trying to
access the corporate network. Which of the following is a control or strategy that Mark will implement to assure the
security health? 

A. TCP/IP protocol 
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B. Kerberos 

C. Single Sign On 

D. Network Access Protection 

Correct Answer: D 

Network Access Protection (NAP) is a set of operating system components included with the Windows Server 2008 and
Windows Vista/7 operating systems. It ensures that the client computers on a private network meet administrator-
defined requirements for system health. NAP policies define the required configuration and update status for a client
computer\\'s operating system and critical software. For example, an administrator can set policies that computers might
be required to have antivirus software with the latest virus definition installed and current operating system updates.
Using NAP, a network administrator can enforce compliance with health requirements for the client computers
connection to the network. NAP helps network administrators to reduce the risk caused by improperly configured client
computers that might be exposed to viruses and other malicious software. Answer: C is incorrect. Single sign-on (SSO)
is defined as a mechanism in which a single action of user authentication and authorization is used to allow a user to
access all computers and systems where he got a access permission, without entering passwords for multiple times.
Answer: B is incorrect. Kerberos is defined as a secure method used for authenticating a request for a service in a
computer network. Answer: A is incorrect. TCP/IP protocol is used to define the rule computers are required to follow for
communicating with each other over the internet. 

 

QUESTION 5

Mark works as a Network Administrator for NetTech Inc. The company has a Windows Server 2008 domain-based
network. The network uses Network Access Protection (NAP). The company\\'s employees at the remote locations are
connecting to the company\\'s network from their Windows Vista clients. Mark wants to ensure that the data
transmission between a client computer and the company\\'s network is as secure as possible. What will Mark do to
accomplish the task? 

A. Use Encrypting File System (Efs) between the client computer and the company\\'s network. 

B. Use IPSec NAP policy between client computer and the company\\'s network. 

C. Use VPN connection with MS-CHAP v2 between the client computer and the company\\'s network. 

D. Use NAP enforcement for DHCP. 

Correct Answer: B 

In order to accomplish the task, Mark will have to use IPSec NAP policy between the client computer and the
company\\'s network. Using the IPSec NAP policy between client computer and the company\\'s network will provide the
strongest security for data transmission. IPSec enforcement provides the strongest form of NAP enforcement. Because
this enforcement method uses IPsec, the administrator can define requirements for protected communications on a per-
IP address or per- TCP/UDP port number basis. Answer: A is incorrect. Encrypting File System (Efs) cannot work on the
network. Answer: C is incorrect. According to the Question ensure that the data transmission between the client
computer and the company\\'s network is as secure as possible. Hence, this solution will not fulfill the requirement.
Answer: D is incorrect. Using DHCP enforcement, DHCP servers and Network Policy Server (NPS) can enforce health
policy when a computer attempts to lease or renew an IP version 4 (IPv4) address. 
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